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As 2013 drew to a close the final data releases gave rise to renewed optimism.  
A year that started with fears of a triple dip recession, ended with growing signs 
that a more entrenched economic recovery has taken hold.   

Looking forward to 2014, Schroders anticipates that the UK economy will record 
the strongest rate of growth since 2007.  Risks in the UK are now skewed to the 
upside, particularly if the revival in the housing market becomes more broad-
based and starts to feed through into consumer spending. 

In the commercial property market, the weight of capital is now moving beyond 
the geographical limits that have shaped the recovery to date.   Whilst the 
London recovery is at a more advanced stage, with capital values now 18% 
below their peak, capital values in the rest of the UK still remain 37% below 2007 
levels (source: IPD, September 2013).  With very little new development and 
improved confidence in the occupational markets, the current pricing of regional 
assets is creating a renewed appetite for property outside of London and the 
South East. 

Performance The table below shows the performance of The Schroder UK Property Fund 
(SPF) for a range of time periods.    
 

Total returns 3 months 

% 

12 months 

% 

3 years 

% p.a. 

5 years 

% p.a. 

Portfolio 3.6 9.5 6.3 4.9 

Benchmark
1
 4.3 9.1 5.2 5.0 

Difference -0.7 0.4 1.1 -0.1 
Source: Investment Property Databank (IPD) UK Pooled Property Fund Indices, 31 December 2013 
Performance is calculated on a net asset value (NAV) to NAV price basis plus income distributed, compounded monthly, net of 
fees and based on an unrounded NAV per share 
1
Benchmark shown is the AREF/IPD UK Quarterly Property Fund Index – All Balanced Property Fund Index Weighted Average.  

 

SPF underperformed its benchmark over the quarter though outperformed over both 

one and three years.  We note that in a relatively fast moving investment market, the 

pace at which properties are revalued may be uneven.  This leads us to conclude that 

investors should focus on medium and long term returns when judging performance.   

 Over 2013, sector and geographical allocations have boosted relative returns.  

The valuations of our London office properties have performed ahead of the wider 

property market, while our allocation to alternatives has also been a positive as 

has the underweight to retail.   

 Our strategy of improving SPF’s distribution yield has seen the spot distribution 

yield increase by 10% over the past year.  Income remains an important driver of 

total return for UK commercial property.   

 Strong letting and transaction activity – particularly in the renovation and ensuing 

disposal of Dean Street and Chiswick Park have seen us realise value in the 

portfolio.  Properties that require investment to realise their full potential, such as 

Bracknell and Croydon, have detracted from returns.  Activity on these is 

progressing and as we manage these projects into an improving economy we 

expect these ‘future core’ investments will be accretive to returns. 
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Key activities Asset Management 

In addition to the fund’s strategic positioning, there has been significant asset 

management activity in the portfolio.  Currently we are focused on developing a 

portfolio of care homes which look set to benefit from the UK’s changing demographic 

profile, providing us with a diversified income.  Developments at Bracknell and 

Croydon are also progressing.  These are designed to meet future occupational needs 

across retail, office and residential.   

 
Transactions 
Purchase Q2 2013 – Hartlebury Trading Estate, Worcestershire 

A large multi-let industrial estate in Hartlebury, West Midlands, was bought for 
£46.2 million.  The property is located on over 180 acres in an affluent area of 
the Midlands.  The property was acquired at a net initial yield of 10.1% which is a 
significant yield advantage compared with South East industrials.  In addition to 
income, there are capacity constraints with regional industrial assets which are 
supportive of capital and rental values.    
 
Purchase Q2 2013 – Dickens World, Cinema and Leisure Attraction, 
Chatham 

A leisure scheme in Chatham was bought for £12.9 million.  It is anchored by an 
Odeon cinema and also has a number of well known restaurant operators.  The 
purchase increases exposure to the leisure sector which we believe offers 
attractive income and growth characteristics. The purchase price reflected a net 
initial yield of 8.1%. The property also offers good active asset management 
strategies through re-lettings and improving the commercial aspects of the 
scheme.  
 
Purchase Q4 2013 – Lemon Quay, Truro  

£40 million paid, at a net initial yield of 6.7%.  The property is the town’s main 
shopping destination and enjoys strong occupier demand.  The city is the 
principal retail centre for Cornwall and as such has an extensive retail 
catchment. It also benefits from fundamentals such as strong tourist and holiday 
demand as well as limited retail supply.  Tenants of the scheme include 
Cornwall’s premier Mark’s & Spencer’s store, which along with Debenhams 
represents 42% of the scheme’s rental income.   
 
Purchase Q4 2013 – Holland Market & Winfrey Avenue retail parks Spalding.   

These adjoining multi-let retail parks on the edge of Spalding town centre were 
acquired for £21 million, a net initial yield of 6.2%.  The units are modern and 
flexible and are well positioned adjacent to a large Sainsbury’s and the town’s 
main railway station.  Current low rents offer reversionary potential while there is 
also the possibility of exploiting the space offered by the large car park for 
alternative uses to increase revenue.   
 
Purchase Q4 2013 – Centric Parade, Loughton.  

 A well-located parade of shops in Loughton, an affluent suburb of London, was 
bought for £6.7 million at a net initial yield of 5.85%.  The asset is adjacent to an 
existing parade in the town which we own.  The units are well-configured and 
sized appropriately for occupational demand.  Asset management potential 
includes developing residential above the single storey units (subject to planning 
consents). 
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Sale Q1 2013 – Deykin Avenue 

An industrial unit in Birmingham was sold to an owner occupier for around £6.5 
million. The unit had not been occupied since 2009 following the tenant’s 
administration and there were limited future letting prospects. The proceeds will 
be used to invest in good quality income producing assets. 
 
Sale Q2 2013 – 81 Dean Street, London, W1 

81 Dean Street was unconditionally exchanged for sale for £11.1 million.  The 
sale enabled us to capitalise on strong interest from residential developers to 
convert offices to residential in central London.  The sale price was significantly 
ahead of the building’s prior valuation. 
 
Sale Q3 2013 – Building 8, Chiswick Park, London W4 

Sold for a net £67.1 million to a long lease property fund at a net initial yield of 
3.4%.  We developed this property in 2010 with a lease in place to QVC, the TV 
shopping channel, for a term of 21 years.  At the time the income profile of this 
property, coupled with its prime character, was particularly important to SPF’s 
portfolio.  Since then SPF’s income profile has become more robust and this has 
allowed us to take capital gains which can be recycled into new acquisitions and 
the existing portfolio.  The internal rate of return (IRR) over SPF’s three year 
ownership was 25% p.a.  

 
Sale Q3 2013 – 82 Dean Street, London W1  

Sold for £24.0 million following a complete refurbishment to a high specification 
in 2011.  With the business plan substantially complete, our ability to add further 
value to the property was limited.  Investor demand was such that the property 
was sold at a net initial yield of 3.8% on an average unexpired lease term of four 
years.  The IRR of 82 Dean Street since the refurbishment project started in 
2010 was 29% p.a. 

 
Sale Q3 2013 – Europa House, Cranford 

This non-income producing site was formerly a redundant 1970s office building 
near Heathrow Airport.  Having obtained a change of planning use it was sold to 
a budget hotel operator for £6.6m, allowing us to book a £2 million uplift 
(compared with prior valuation) and reduce SPF’s holdings in land.   

 

Outlook The recovery in UK commercial property values gathered pace in the second half of 

2013 and we expect this momentum to continue through 2014.  London has led the 

revival to date, although encouragingly we are seeing improvements in occupational 

markets away from the capital, a trend we believe will shape performance going 

forwards.  We forecast strong double digit returns in 2014, driven by a modest fall in 

investment yields and improved rental growth, and total returns of 7-8% per annum 

over the next five years.  

. 
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Asset 
Allocation 

 Fund 

31.12.12  

% 

Fund 

31.12.13  

% 

Benchmark* 

31.12.13  

% 

Market sectors    

Standard retail 10.4 13.3 14.3 

Shopping centres 1.7 1.5 5.4 

Retail warehouses 16.4 16.0 19.7 

Central London offices 15.4 14.3 13.6 

South East offices 16.9 11.4 8.7 

Rest of UK offices 5.6 4.9 4.9 

Industrial 18.1 20.3 18.0 

Other 8.9 9.7 9.0 

Cash 6.6 8.6 6.5 

Total  100.0 100.0 100.0 
*AREF/IPD UK Quarterly Property Fund Index – All Balanced Property Fund Index Weighted Average. Data subject to 
rounding 
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Important information 

 

For professional investors only.  Not suitable for retail clients. The Schroder UK Property Fund is authorised by the 

Financial Conduct Authority (the "FCA") as a Qualified Investor Scheme ("QIS"). Only investors to whom a QIS can be 

promoted, as specified in COBS 4.12.4R of the FCA's Handbook, may invest in Schroder UK Property Fund. A QIS may 

not be promoted to a member of the general public. 

 

Investors and potential investors should be aware that past performance is not a guide to future returns. No warranty is 

given, in whole or in part, regarding the performance of the Fund and there is no guarantee that the investment objectives 

of the Fund will be achieved. The price of shares and the income from them may fluctuate upwards or downwards and 

cannot be guaranteed. Property-based pooled vehicles, such as the Fund, invest in real property, the value of which is 

generally a matter of a valuer's opinion. It may be difficult to deal in the shares of the Fund or to sell them at a reasonable 

price because the underlying property may not be readily saleable, thus creating liquidity risk. There is no recognised 

market for shares in the Fund and, as a result, reliable information about the value of shares in the Fund or the extent of 

the risks to which they are exposed may not be readily available 

 

This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The material is 

not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. 

Potential investors are advised to independently review and/or obtain independent professional advice and draw their own 

conclusions regarding the economic benefit and risks of investment in SPF and legal, regulatory, credit, tax and accounting 

aspects in relation to their particular circumstances. 

 

Any investment in the Fund must be based solely on the prospectus, or any other document issued from time to time by 

the Manager of the Fund in accordance with applicable laws. 

 

The information and opinions have been obtained from sources we consider to be reliable. No responsibility can be 

accepted for errors of fact or opinion. Reliance should not be placed on the views and information in this document when 

taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions. A potential conflict with the Manager's duty to the shareholder may 

arise where an Associate of the Manager invests in shares in the Fund. The Manager will, however, ensure that such 

transactions are effected on terms which are not materially less favourable to the shareholder than if the potential conflict 

had not existed. 

 

Use of IPD data and indices: © and database right Investment Property Databank Limited and its Licensors 2014. All rights 

reserved. IPD has no liability to any person for any losses, damages, costs or expenses suffered as a result of any use of 

or reliance on any of the information which may be attributed to it.  

 

For the purposes of the Data Protection Act 1998, the data controller in respect of any personal data you supply is 

Schroder Unit Trusts Limited (“SUTL”). Personal information you supply may be processed for the purposes of investment 

administration by any company within the Schroder Group and by third parties who provide services and such processing 

and which may include the transfer of data outside of the European Economic Area. SUTL may also use such information 

to advise you of other services or products offered by the Schroder Group unless you notify it otherwise in writing.  

 

This document is intended for the use of the addressee or recipient only and may not be reproduced, passed on or 

published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of Schroder Unit Trusts Limited. 

 

Issued by Schroder Unit Trusts Limited, 31 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7QA. Registration No, 4191730 England. 

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

 


